
x 4 x 3

Frenchfields 
Crescent, 
Clock Face, 
£450,000
Offers Over

See more of this house at ashtons.net

Nestled in the Bold Forest Park, between the Cheshire village of Burtonwood

and the St Helens sits this exclusive development of 17 individually built

houses, this dwelling offers a unique and contemporary design with high-

quality fixtures and fittings throughout and really must be viewed internally

in order to fully appreciate exactly what is on offer here.



Nestled in the Bold Forest Park, between the Cheshire village of Burtonwood and the St Helens sits this
exclusive development of 17 individually built houses, this dwelling offers a unique and contemporary design

with high quality fixtures and fittings throughout and really must be viewed internally in order to fully
appreciate exactly what is on offer here.

Situated within green belt land, nestling between the towns of St Helens and Warrington, this development
stands opposite Clock Face country park and is well placed for access to all motorway networks, bringing the

North West and beyond within easy reach.

Large feature hallway, feature pendant and remote-controlled LED mood lighting. Leading from the hallway
is a study/playroom with WC, bright and spacious reception room and without a shadow of a doubt, the real
'wow' factor of this property is the large kitchen/dining room. This room features a high gloss wall and base

units with complementary work surfaces, Velux windows and two double French doors overlooking the
garden and a separate utility room.

To the first floor there are four well-proportioned double bedrooms with the addition of modern tiled en-
suite bathroom to the master.

The family bathroom offers a four piece bathroom with Roca furnishings, low level W.C., wash basin with
LED mirror, panel bath and shower.

To the side of the property there is ample off road parking and rear garden with suntrap patio ideal for
entertaining and family BBQs with a laid lawn set behind timber fencing.

This property must be viewed to be fully appreciated. Contact us today to discuss this further 01744 754120.


